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ABSTRACT

Applying artificial immune system in database security is a challenging trend to increase detection rate for internal intrusive users or administrators. Negative selection algorithm and danger theory are artificial immunity algorithms that provide promoting solutions for obtaining privacy-preserving data. This paper develops a mixed innate and adaptive immunity algorithm based on negative selection algorithm and danger they to detect unknown intrusive users based on multi-layer pattern matching. A secret sharing mechanism is applied to monitor database administrators’ transactions in a lowest possible time. The proposed immunity algorithm is based on a continuous cognitive adaptive methodology for using detected users as antigens for future faster response to unknown patterns. The key features of the presented immunity algorithm are its uniqueness for each detector, multi-layer detection and pattern matching, diversification in detecting unknown users at all levels of security, self-protection by using detected users as antigens for future detection process, and finally learning and memorization for storing previously detected users in antigen table to be used in pattern detection process. The conducted experimental results of the developed artificial immunity algorithm are compared to five algorithms and have achieved a high detection rate, low false positive and low false negative alarms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Protecting the privacy and integrity of data with maintaining high detection rate with low false positive and false negative alarms, are major success factors for security systems. Different algorithms and techniques are used for obtaining data privacy such as access control mechanisms, cryptography, watermarking, and intrusion detection systems. These techniques are applied as stand-alone or integrated solutions for preventing unauthorized access from breaching system resources. Multiple access control mechanisms can be also applied based social relations model and the socio-technical design paradigm [1]. Based on the presented access control mechanism, the security policies of an application can be improved by applying different security layers that can maintain and fulfill data privacy with high detection coverage.

Artificial immune system (AIS) is one of the promoting solutions for maintaining data privacy. It is a comprehensive term that covers the development of computational models inspired by biological immune systems. It can connect the disciplines of immunology, computer science and engineering [2]. The AIS can be defined as interconnected components that emulate the natural immune system (NIS) to achieve certain tasks [3]. The AIS can be applied in different domains such as anomaly detection, neural networks, signal processing, data analysis, and intrusion detection systems. The artificial immune system (AIS) consists of a set of detectors that are generated randomly and are used as immature detectors to be used in negative selection algorithms [4]. Negative selection algorithm (NSA) is considered one of the promoting algorithms in AIS that is used for anomaly detection, and network security. In the generation stage of negative selection algorithm, the detectors are generated by some random process and censored by trying to match self-samples. The matched candidates are eliminated, and the rest are kept as mature detectors [5]. The mature detectors will be used to detect malicious...
intruders that attack the system. This means that self-samples should be correct regardless of whether they are complete or not. Even if self-samples are complete as well as correct, negative selection algorithm (NSA) still a probabilistic in most methods because it depends on data properties [5]. Danger theory (DT) is one of the recent algorithms of artificial immune system (AIS) which builds a danger signal around a defended area. Any attack within the defended area will raise a danger signal alarm.

One of the proposed mechanisms for building security applications is MANET [6]. This mechanism is used for intrusion detection system based on a combination of negative selection algorithm and danger theory. It collects signals from hosts or networks and correlates these signals to determine whether they are good or bad. This mechanism is completely different from the proposed immunity algorithm in this paper for different reasons. First: the MANET mechanism is used for intrusion detection systems in networks. Second: it did not provide a declarative infrastructure for the proposed mechanism. Third: this mechanism is just used for detector generation process. Fourth: the generation process is based on fixed length elements. Fifth: it did not provide experimental results to measure the accuracy of the mechanism.

As presented in [7], intrusion detection system monitors intrusive behaviors by collecting and analyzing users’ records and data. Obtaining data privacy is based both identifier fields such as username, IP addresses and non-identifier fields such as URLs and time stamping. By applying artificial immune algorithms in intrusion detection system for protecting data from disclosure, high detection rate with low false positive and low false negative alarms are obtained.

The main goal of this paper is to develop an artificial immune algorithm based on negative selection algorithm and danger theory to obtain an efficient, flexible, and solid security system for database applications by detecting intrusive users who try to get confidential information from the system.

Based on our previous papers presented in [8, 9, 10, 11, and 12], this paper presents a database security system which merges the merits, features, and capabilities of artificial immune system in order to provide an interactive security system that can be used in different real world applications. The developed artificial immune algorithm is compared with the original negative selection algorithm, association rule mining, and sequential pattern mining and achieved high detection rate with low false positive and low false negative alarms. The contribution of this paper is as follows:

- Building an immunity-based system based on artificial immune system for securing relational databases.
- Eliminating the random generation of data by building an efficient learning mechanism.
- The developed immunity learning mechanism provides complete, efficient, and correct data with a variable length pattern that can be changed according to granted privileges.
- Developing hybrid detection algorithms based on negative selection algorithm and danger theory that can achieve high performance and high detection coverage.
- Reducing the false positive and false negative alarms of the developed security system.
- Better experimental results compared with five immunity algorithms for achieving high detection rate.

2. RELATED WORKS

Different cognitive techniques and algorithms have been developed for protecting data confidentiality such as database cryptography, access control mechanisms, watermarking techniques, intrusion detection and response systems, authentication, secret sharing, and secure data management [13]. Some of the proposed techniques can obtain confidentiality of information but with high false positive alarms while other techniques can obtain low false positive alarms but with a lower degree of data protection.

Most real time solved problems are inspired from nature. Artificial immune system (AIS) is considered the artificial simulation of natural immune system (NIS). The immune system has the responsibility to defend the human body from foreign and dangerous microorganisms called pathogens. To overcome these pathogens, the immune system depends on innate and adaptive immune subsystems [14]. The innate immune subsystem is considered the immutable first line of defense for alarming danger signals around suspicious item. The adaptive immune subsystem relies on a faster response to unknown detected patterns.
One of the most promoting features of human immune system is the ability to discriminate vast number of unknown patterns using limited number of antibodies. Retaining a memory for detected unknown patterns is considered another major concern for future faster response for unknown pathogens. Based on the innate and adaptive immune subsystems, the detection rate is considered the major concern in developing security applications.

Artificial immune systems (AISs) have been modeled on several research papers. As presented in [15], the authors stated that artificial immune systems (AISs) are considered complementary in regard to complex security problems. One of the main obstacles in applying AISs is the definition of balanced set of parameters for obtaining efficient detection rate. Different research methodologies complement intrusion detection system (IDS) with artificial immune system (AIS) for improving the detection rate of unknown patterns. As presented in [3], the authors monitor the increase of detector selection percentage with the size of training data set. To implement a novel solution using immunity-based systems, several steps must be executed starting from application domain, immune entities, representation, affinity measures, and finally immune algorithms such as negative selection algorithms.

In negative selection algorithm, a large set of detectors are generated randomly and matched with a set of self-samples. A matching process is performed between self-samples (S) and detectors (D) such that the matched detectors (D) will be deleted from the system and the non-matched detectors are kept as mature detectors. These mature detectors have the ability to detect malicious users or intruders in the system.

One of the advances in negative selection algorithm (NSA) was presented in [16]. In this research, the negative selection algorithm is used for detecting faults in the area of engineering processes. A novel negative selection algorithm was presented in [17]. In many actual anomaly detection systems, the training data are just partially composed of the normal elements, and the self/non-self- space often varies over time. An optimized negative selection approach was presented in [18]. This research optimizes the negative selection algorithm to run faster using a filtering process for feature-by-feature process rather than comparing a new detector with self-samples. Another novel negative selection algorithm called r[-]-NSA was presented in [19].

In this research, a detector has an array of partial matching lengths, while not just one partial matching length as previous NSAs. Negative selection algorithm can be used also in fault detection in mobile robot sensors [20]. The developed system consists of an environment that includes differential wheel robot equipped with four distance sensor of same type and three obstacles. The NSA can also be used in target identification by suggesting takeover targets for novice firms that are at the beginning of their merger and acquisition process [21].

One of the recent researches for applying negative selection algorithm (NSA) in intrusion detection systems (IDSs) was presented in [22]. The research focuses on applying two-tiered negative selection mechanism for implementing a co-stimulation approach to decrease the detection error rate.

Danger theory is based on danger signal approach in immune system. It is considered an innate immunity subsystem for creating danger signals around suspicious patterns. Danger theory (DT) postulates that the human immune systems respond to the presence of molecules known as danger signals, which are released as results of unnatural cell deaths. The danger signals inform the immune systems to initiate immune responses [2]. One of the recent researches in danger theory is presented in [23].

In this research, the danger theory is used in node replication attacks detection in wireless network. By using danger theory, good performance and results are achieved with minimum false positive rate. One of the recent researches for applying danger theory (DT) in artificial immune system was presented in [24]. The authors of that research apply a multi-layer intrusion detection system for wireless sensor networks to predict different types of attacks in a timely manner.

Although a number of advantages are claimed by the danger theory (DT), it has several limitations. First: the exact nature of the danger signal is unclear. Second: how to distinguish danger from non-danger [25]. One of our major contributions in this paper is to develop a database security system based on the danger theory (DT) of the artificial immune system (AIS). In the developed immune system, danger signals can be clarified and distinguished from non-danger signals in order to reduce false positive and false negative alarms.

3. DB IMMUNITY LEARNING PHASE
Based on our papers [8, 9, 10, 11, and 12] that present a package of interactive database security policies and architectures, the main goal of this paper is to provide an artificial immune security algorithm for preventing database administrators and users from performing any hostile. The learning mechanism in collects data based on a harmonious interaction between super administrator (SA), database administrators (DBAs), and authorized users instead of collect them randomly as in the original negative selection algorithm.

3.1 Super Admin Secret Sharing Mechanism

As presented in Figure 1, the super administrator (SA) manages all authorizations and capabilities to control and monitor database administrators, users, and transmissions through the database server. He can perform different operations inside the system. First: providing the maximum number of operations (insert-update-delete-select) allowed to each user to distinguish between active, intermediate and inactive user profiles. Second: determining the total number of database administrators (N DBAs) who can connect to the database system and the number of shadows (K DBAs) that must be available to provide a secret sharing process for every request from a single administrator. Third: providing each database administrator with a username, password, and a secret key certificate. The super administrator (SA) determines immunity parameters that will be embedded inside the developed immunity algorithms as follows:

3.1.1 Main danger value threshold (MDVT)

The main danger value threshold (MDVT) provides the amount of sensitivity to the security system. There is an inverse relationship between the MDVT value and the system sensitivity. If the super administrator (SA) wants to increase the sensitivity of the system to any hostile act, the MDVS must be decreased.

3.1.2 System privileges danger signals

The super administrator (SA) specifies a danger percentage value for DML system privileges. Each DML system privilege can take different danger value according to its dangerous and importance in the security system.

3.1.3 Database privileges Danger signals

As presented in Table 1, the super administrator (SA) specifies a danger value signal (DVS) for each database privilege that may be granted to users. These danger signals can be changed according to the values given by the super administrator. The authors of [26] presented a security model for access control based on a set of DDL and DML permissions. Each user is granted a set of authorities but it did not cover the sensitivity of each privilege to unauthorized patterns.
Table 1: Database Privileges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database Privileges DVS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privilege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter Synonym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter Procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.4 R-Contiguous bit matching (RCB) algorithm

The (RCB) matching algorithm will be used later in the proposed detection phase to detect unauthorized. Matching requirement is defined as R contiguous matching symbols in corresponding positions.

3.2 Database Administrator Level

Once the super administrator (SA) stores all database administrators’ accounts, each database administrator can now access the database security system separately using his authentication parameters. The database administrator (DBA) performs different operations inside the system such as: building database users, building database roles based on system privileges and database privileges, granting roles to different users.

Finally, a user certificate authorization (UCA) is built to specify a secret key certificate for each created user to be used as a final countermeasure if unauthorized users succeed in breaching the security system defenses. The user certificate authorization (UCA) is a secret certificate encrypted using 128 bit AES encryption algorithm and is stored in the database server.

4. DATABASE IMMUNITY DETECTION ALGORITHM

Based on the database immunity learning phase, a novel adaptation of the danger theory (DT) is applied to the field of database security by developing a database immunity detection algorithm based on artificial immune negative selection algorithm (NSA) and danger theory (DT). The main algorithm is based on three signals: intruder recognition (Signal I), intruder detection (Signal II). The last signal which is considered the last line of defense contains the certificate confirmation (Signal III).

4.1 Signal I: Intruder Recognition

The first layer of security in the detection algorithm is to recognize malicious users or intruders by using two methods of recognition. As presented in Algorithm 1, the first mechanism is to check for a human being interaction using Captcha system to eliminate any computer-machine generators.

If the Captcha entry is valid, the security system brings all usernames and passwords that have been created by database administrators (DBAs) from the database server and puts them into “system cache”. If the user enters authentic username and password, the security system will move from danger signal I alarm to danger signal II alarm. If the user entry is invalid, the security system will initiate the danger signal I alarm.

Algorithm 1: Intruder Recognition

1. If Captcha is valid Then
2. {
3. Get all usernames and passwords from Security. Users
4. Put usernames and passwords into system cache
5. If entered username and password is authentic Then
6. {
7. Go to Danger Signal II // Second Algorithm
8. }
9. Else
10. {
11. Raise Danger Signal I Alarm
12. }
13. }
4.2 Signal II: Intruder Detection

The second layer of security depends on detecting malicious users who succeed in penetrating the first layer. Malicious users can perform a brute-force attack until a successful username and password are obtained.

The second layer of security depends on 18 bits factor matching mechanism includes 4 bits for DML system privileges (Select – Insert – Update – Delete) and 14 bits for database privileges as presented in Table 1. The predefined access control privileges are explained in Figure 2. As shown, each privilege is checked will have a value of 1 while unchecked privileges will have a value of 0. This mechanism will be illustrated in formula (1).

As shown, each privilege is checked will have a value of 1 while unchecked privileges will have a value of 0. This mechanism will be illustrated in formula (1).

\[ f(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } x \text{ granted} \\
0, & \text{if } x \text{ not granted}
\end{cases} \quad (1) \]

Where \( x \) is the privilege created by the database administrator (DBA).

**System privilege (SP)**

\[ SP = \{ (X_s + X_i + X_u + X_d) \mid x \in f(x) \} \quad (2) \]

Where \( X_s \) is the select privilege, \( X_i \) is the insert privilege, \( X_u \) is the update privilege, and \( X_d \) is the delete privilege.

**Database privilege (DP)**

\[ DP = \{ (X_1 + X_2 + ...... + X_n) \mid x \in f(x) \} \quad (3) \]

Where \( X_1 \) to \( X_n \) are the database privileges as presented in Table 1.

The factor set combines both the system privileges and database privileges in the factor set as explained in formula (4).

**Factor set (FS)**

\[ FS = \text{System privilege (SP)} \ || \text{Database Privilege (DP)} \quad (4) \]

Each bit in the factor set (FS) has a dangerous value limit that has been identified by the super administrator (SA) to detect anomalous users based on the danger theory (DT).

As presented in Figure 3, the intruder detection algorithm is based on five nested stages. These stages are presented as follows:
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4.2.1 Stage 1: verified factor authentication (VFA)

If the user passes danger signal I alarm, his authentication factor that has been created by the database administrator (DBA) is brought from the database server to the "system cache" and waits for the user to enter an authentic factor. The user must pass his 18 bits in a correct manner so as not to be detected as a malicious user. If the user passes his authentic factor, he can move to the last layer of security which is user certificate authorization (UCA); otherwise the security system will perform a set of serial checking mechanisms which are factor length matching, antigen table matching, RCB matching, and DVS matching.

4.2.2 Stage 2: factor length matching (FLM)

If the user fails in verifying his authentication factor, the first checking mechanism of the intruder detection algorithm is to match the privilege factor length with the user entry. Malicious users who try to penetrate the security system may not be aware about the number of privileges granted for each user. If the factor length is not correct, the security system will raise the danger signal II alarm. Otherwise, the system will proceed to the next checking mechanism which is antigen table matching.

4.2.3 Stage 3: antigen table matching (ATM)

The developed antigen table is the learning and memorization stage that stores all previously detected users for performing fast detection response to unknown patterns. The security system searches the user factor in the antigen table to get a quick response instead of applying the detection algorithm. As a result, the time complexity for the detection process is reduced.

4.2.4 R-Contiguous bit matching

The value of R threshold is determined by the super administrator (SA) as presented in (Section 3.1.4). The security system traces each bit of the user factor and matches it with the authentic user factor stored in the "system cache". As presented in Algorithm 2, the security system will raise
danger signal II alarm if at least R-contiguous bits are matched in both authentic and fake factors. Otherwise, the security system will activate the second detection algorithm which is the danger value algorithm (DVS). Increasing the value of R will decrease both detection rate and false positive operations but will increase false negative operations as a result of the low detection rate. Decreasing the value of R will increase both detection rate and false positive operations but will decrease false negative operations as a result of high detection rate.

In order to achieve a high detection rate, low false positive and low false negative operations, the security system will activate the final detection algorithm which is based on the danger value threshold.

4.2.5 Stage 5: danger value signal (DVS) algorithm

The last detection algorithm in the developed security system is to initialize the danger value signal (DVS) algorithm. The main idea of this algorithm is to detect unauthorized users who succeed in passing the four previous detection mechanisms. In negative selection algorithm (NSA), the self-users (Normal users) and non-self-users (Malicious users) creates a universe such that:

\[ S \cup N = U, \quad S \cap N = \emptyset \] (5)

Where S is the self-users, N is the non-self-users, and U is the sample space (universe).

As presented in Algorithm 3, the main danger value threshold (MDVT) that has been identified by the super administrator (SA) is brought into the “system cache” and the counter of matched factors is initialized with 0.

The first operation is to build a data dictionary table that stores matched danger signals of the user factor that has been created by the database administrator (DBA) while the value of the danger signals is identified by the super administrator (SA).

The data dictionary table contains an index for the value of each matched danger signal. Each matching between the input factor of the user and the valid factor stored in the system cache; will store the danger value in the system index whether the matching was contiguous or not.

Each value from the danger signals stored in the system index is compared to main danger value threshold (MDVT) such that the value of each matched danger signal must be greater than or equal to the main danger value threshold (MDVT). This will increment the counter with 1 until the value of R is satisfied. If R is satisfied the algorithm will raise danger signal II alarm.

Algorithm 3: DVS Algorithm

1. Boolean isAntigen = False
2. Integer MainDVT = System. MainDVT
3. Integer DVSvalue
4. Integer Counter = 0
5. Build Data Dictionary table to store matched Danger Signals
6. For (i = 0; i < input factor. Length ; i++)
7. {
8. If input factor [i] = valid factor [i] Then
9. {
10. Get the index for matched factor
11. indexMatch. add (i)
12. }
13. }
14. Loop at the indices form list
15. Get the item from the list
16. DVSvalue = itemDVS.Value
17. Compare the value of the selected index to the MainDVT
18. If DVSvalue >= MainDVT Then
19. {
20. Counter = Counter + 1
21. }
22. Ensure whether the counter will be greater than or equal to R
23. If Counter >= R Then
24. {
25. isAntigen = True
26. Raise Danger Signal II Alarm
27. }

4.3 Signal III: User Certificate Authorization (UCA)

If the user succeeds in passing the intruder recognition (Signal I) and intruder detection
to any malicious users. By increasing the sensitivity of the system, the detection rate can be increased. The distribution of testing data is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Testing Data Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Groups</th>
<th>Normal Events</th>
<th>Abnormal Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As presented in Figure 4, the detection rate is calculated by dividing the total number of detected users (Nd) to the total number of examined users (N). This is presented in formula (6).

\[
D_R = \frac{N_d}{N} \times 100\%
\]  

The DVS inflammation algorithm presented in the artificial immune security system proves a high detection rate when compared with the other five algorithms: immune based negative selection, association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, IDS rental database, and ATI. When applying the three data groups: group 1, group 2, and group 3; the detection rate of the DVS inflammation algorithm recorded 98.2%, 98.7%, and 98.1% respectively. The detection rate of negative selection algorithm recorded 92%, 92%, and 88% respectively. The detection rate of sequential pattern mining algorithm recorded 82%, 84%, and 81% respectively. The detection rate of association rule mining algorithm recorded 84%, 85%, and 83% respectively. The detection rate of IDS rental database recorded 91.67%, 93.75%, and 95.45% respectively while the detection rate of ATI algorithm recorded low values of 75.6%, 79.1%, and 83.5% respectively.

Although the detection rate of the DVS inflammation algorithm is high when comparing to other security algorithms but the detection rate needs to be enforced by adding additional security layer in the intruder recognition phase.
The false negative alarms for sequential pattern mining algorithm recorded 18%, 16%, and 19% respectively. The false negative alarms for IDS rental DB recorded 8.33%, 6.25%, and 4.55% respectively while the false negative alarms of association rule mining algorithm recorded 16%, 15%, and 17% respectively.

False positive alarms (FP) refer to the probability that normal actions being alarmed as abnormal actions. This is presented in formula (8).

$$F_P = \frac{N_F}{N} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

As presented in Figure 6, when applying the three data groups: group 1, group 2, and group 3; the false positive alarms (FP) of the proposed danger signal inflammation algorithm recorded 1%, 1%, and 0% respectively. The false positive alarms of negative selection algorithm recorded 1%, 1%, and 1% respectively. The false positive alarms of sequential pattern mining recorded 5%, 5%, and 7% respectively. Association rule mining algorithm recorded the highest false positive alarms by recording 13%, 13%, and 11% respectively. Finally, the IDS rental DB recorded false positive rate with 12.5%, 8.57%, and 7.78% respectively.
The correctness rate (CR) of the proposed experimental study is presented in Figure 7. The correctness rate refers to the probability of correct detection and is calculated by subtracting the false positive and false negative alarms from 1 as explained in formula (9).

$$C_R = (1 - F_P - F_N) \times 100\% \quad (9)$$

As presented in Figure 7, the danger value signal (DVS) algorithm achieves high correctness rate (CR) when compared with the other four algorithms: negative selection algorithm, association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, and IDS rental DB with values 97.2%, 98.7% and 98.1% respectively. The negative selection algorithm recorded 97%, 97%, and 96% respectively. Association rule mining recorded low correctness rate with 83%, 83%, and 84% in the three data groups respectively. Sequential pattern mining recorded 90%, 91%, and 88% respectively. Finally the IDS rental DB recorded low correctness rate with 79.17%, 85.2%, and 87.67% respectively.

One of the major features of the proposed artificial immune algorithm is the adaptability for detecting unknown patterns faster due to the learning and memorization mechanism that provides faster response. When the pattern of an intrusive user is detected for the first time, the system initializes the immunity algorithm for storing the detected pattern in order to be used as an antigen in future detection process. The memorization methodology stores the detected pattern in the antigen table. As a result, if the same pattern is used in another login attempt, the artificial immunity algorithm will search in the antigen table first to provide faster response time.

As presented in Figure 8, the three data groups are tested to provide the execution time for the immunity algorithm and the antigen table response. As shown, the average execution time for detection process of unknown pattern for the first time is 28.44 ms, 27.68 ms, and 27.2 ms. After applying the antigen table response from the memorization methodology, the system recorded 6.58 ms, 6.48 ms, and 6.42 ms.
The developed artificial immune-based security system achieves better space complexity when the danger value signal (DVS) algorithm is executed. The space complexity is calculated by storing only the authentic factor set (AFS) which is considered as the authentication of the user and the detector of malicious users. The space complexity is presented in formula (10).

\[ O(l) \] (10)

Where \( l \) is the length of the authentic factor set (AFS). The developed immunity-based security system is considered an enhancement to due to its ability to detect infinite number of intruders with the same authentic factor set (AFS). So, the security system eliminates generating any additional detectors to achieve high detection coverage. The space complexity for the antigen table response is determined by storing the number of detected antigens with their length. The space complexity for the antigen table response is presented in formula (11).

\[ O(l \times N_d) \] (11)

Where, \( l \) is the length of the detected user (antigen) and \( N_d \) is the number of detected antigens.

The detected unknown intruders (antigens) are stored in the antigen table response to provide a quick response if the same intruder attacks the security system more than once. All detected intruders are stored in the database server and only the super administrator (SA) has the authorizations to retrieve the detected intruders or to modify the inflammation signal of the security system as presented in the following script.

```
SELECT *  
FROM Security.AntiGen  
WHERE Systemid = 'F49FD2DE-46B0-4EE7-AB6B-FC80D1DBA114'
```

The super administrator (SA) can retrieve all intruders who have been detected by the immunity algorithms in a specified system by providing the encrypted name of the system ID.

6. CONCLUSION

Securing database with traditional methods can preserve confidentiality, integrity and availability of data but can raise some subtle issues such as detection rate and false positive alarms that affect system performance. Negative selection algorithm (NSA) is one of the recent artificial immune algorithms that achieve good performance in reducing false negative alarms with high detection rate. Negative selection algorithm (NSA) is one of the most popular algorithms for detecting unknowing patterns in database. This paper presents a cognitive adaptive mechanisms and algorithms for enhancing system performance and increasing detection rate with low false positive alarms based on negative selection algorithm and danger theory. The developed algorithm is compared with the original NSA, association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, IDS rental database, and ATI algorithm. By applying the developed algorithm; high detection coverage with low false positive and low false negative alarms are achieved. Future directions of this research will
focus on applying proposed algorithms on cloud computing infrastructure to measure the security performance on cloud.
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